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Abstract 

Yu. A. Kuznetsov, M. S. Plyushchay. Tachyonless models of relativistic particles witL 
curvature and torsion: IHEP Preprint 9296. — Protvino, 1992. — p. 11, refe.: 23. 

The problem of constructing (2H)dimensional tachyonless models of relativiatic parti
cles with an action depending on the worldtrajectory curvature ?nd torsion is investigated. 
The special class of models, described by maximal symmetric ac:ion and comprising only 
spin internal degrees of freedom is found. The examples of aysteras from the special class 
are given, whose classical and quantum spectra contain only mass  ° states. 

Аннотация 

Ю. А Кузнецов, М. С. Плющай. Бестахионные модели релятивистских частиц с 
кривизной и нручением.: Препринт ИФВЭ 9296. — Протвино, 1992 —11 с , бибпиогр.: 
23. 

Изучается проблема построения (2+1)мерных бестахионных моделей релятивист
ских частиц с действием, зависящим от кривизны и кручения мировой траектории. Най
ден выделенный класс моделей, описываемых максимально симметричным действием, в 
которых присутствуют только спиновые внутренние степени свободы. Приведены при
меры систем, принадлежащих выделенному классу, классический и квантовый спектры 
которых содержат только массивные состояния. 
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1. The characteristic feature of the classical and quantum spectra of 
relativistic particles with curvature (rigidity) [1-8] and torsion [9-13] is the 
presence of the tachyon states in them [2,8,12,14]. The action of such models 
contains the standard term for the massive particle and an additional term 
depending linearly [1-4,6] or quadratically [2,5-8] on the curvature, or linearly 
on the torsion [9-13] of the particle world-trajectory. Tachyon states are also 
present in the spectrum of (2+l)-dimensional model of relativistic particle 
with the action linearly depending simultaneously on the world-trajectory 
curvature and torsion [14]'. The spectrum of relativistic string with rigidity 
[1G], whose O-dimensional analogs are the models of relativistic particles with 
curvature, has analogous property (see [2,17]).-

The question arises: do tachyonless models of particles, similar to the 
above-mentioned, exist? The positive answer to this question could help, in 
particular, in constructing the modification of the model of relativistic string 
with rigidity that would have the tachyonless spectrum. Note here that up 
to now, the only tachyonless model is known among the models of relativistic 
particles with the action depending on the curvature or (and) on the torsion. 
It is (3+1 )-dimensional model of the massless particle with rigidity [18,19]. In 
its action, linearly depending on the curvature, a mass parameter is absent, 
and in this sense, unlike the models [1-8], it is not a O-dimensional analog of 
the string with rigidity. 

In the present paper we shall answer the question for the simplest case 
of (2+l)-dimensional relativistic particles considering the models with the 
action 

A = -JF{k,*)ds, k2=x"2, a? = fc"2 • rt/ij, (1) 

'See also ref. [15], where analogous model with the torsion modulus is considered. 
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where к and a» aie the curvature and torsion of the particle worldtrajectory, 
x|, = dxjds, p. = 0,1,2, ds2 = g^dx^dx", g^ = diag(,+,+), (^ is a 
totally antisymmetric tensor, e 0 1 2 = 1; and in the units Л = с = 1, к, as, 
and function F(k, ae) has the dimension of the mass. In the second section, 
investigating models (1) within the framework of hamiltonian mechanics, we 
find a special class of models with maximal number of constraints, containing 
only spin internal degrees of freedom. Note, that among the models with the 
action arbitrarily depending only on the curvature, the case of linear depen

dence is a special one, whereas for any other dependence, the systems also 
contain radiallike degrees of freedom (see [8]). (2+l)dimensional models of 
relativistic particles with torsion [913], and with curvature and torsion [14], 
also comprise only spin degrees of freedom. In sect. 3 we shall investigate 
the special class of models. We shall construct the variables having Dirac 
brackets of the simplest form, and describe the quantization procedure for 
these systems. In sect. 4 we shall give concrete examples of the models in 
whose spectra only massive states are present. Sect. 5 contains concluding 
remarks. 

2. So, let us consider the system described by action (1), which in the 
given parametrization jf = х^(т) takes the form: 

A = JLdr, I = v^?F(i ,B), к2 = A * **  ptf . (2) 

where f = dx^/dr, x\ = xf — ^(xx)/!2. Further on we shall suppose that 
F(k,x) ф m = const and the velocity of the particle to be less than that of 
light: x2 < 0; therefore, generally к2 > О [3]. However, since the torsion is 
defined only for к2 ф 0, in (2) it has to be assumed that k2 > 0, whereas the 
case of zero curvature has to be treated as the limiting one. 

The Lagrange equations of motion have the form 
dp,, _ _ dL d i dL\ d2 / dL\ . . 
17 ~ °' v»~W»~lfr\Wr) + 17>\l№r { ) 

where р я is the particle energymomentum vector, and in general case they 
are the differential equations of the sixth order. 

For the consideration of the system in the framework of the hamiltonian 
mechanics, it is convenient to use, instead of L, an equivalent lagrangian 
without higher derivatives, 

L = qF(q~1Q,!e)+pi'(xllqeh) + \i'(ellQnll) 
+ ^ e V ^  H  ^ + l )  ^ '  ! ) , (4) 
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where we suppose 
q > Q, Q > 0. (5) 

With the account of inequalities (5), the Lagrange equations of motion 

dT\dQA> dQA 

where QA = (i ' ' , e*1, vf, p*, A»1, q, Q, <e, a, p, w) are generalized coordinates, 
are reduced to eq. (3), which means the equivalence of lagrangian (4) and 
the initial lagrangian (2). Note, that here the quantities ж and к = q~lQ are 
reduced to the expressions for the torsion and curvature from eq. (2), and, 
hence, the second inequality from (5) is equivalent to the condition кг > О. 
Let us introduce now the canonical momenta P A = 8L/dQA = {Pjf>, Ep, N^, 
Pj*\ Л„, П<«>, П< в \ К, S, R, П), and the Poisson brackets: {QA,QB} = 0, 
{PA^B} = 0, {QA,VB} = &B 'Piom the definition of the momenta we find 
the primary constraints: 

Pj,x)P»*0, Ffl^O, £ „  А „ « 0 , Л м и 0 , w(Nr)^Q, fi « 0, (6) 
<&i = П<«> и 0, (7) 

Ф2 = П < « « 0 , Ф 3 н А Г « 0 , Ф4 = £ « 0 , Ф5 = Д « 0 , (8) 
Xi s Ne « 0, хг s Nn и 0, (9) 

where r,, = £р^де"пА. Using second class constraints (6) for the redefinition 
of the brackets [2C], we exclude the variables Pfi\ Pj*\ A„, Л,,, w, Q, not 
changing the brackets for the rest of the variables. Further on we shall use 
the energymomentum vector p^ instead of pW equal to it. 

Let us give here the expressions for the angular momentum tensor: 

Л^„ = X\IJ>I>] + t\)iEv) + "[(Л]> xypl)\ = xl,pvxvpll, (10) 

and for the total hamiltonian of the system [20]: 

Нш = q(F + pe + 3iNr) + Q'En + ^ (e 2 +1) + ^(n 2  1) + ь°Фа + wbxh 

where v" = V"(T), a = 1,.. . ,5, wb = u)'(r), b = 1,2. From the condition 
of the conservation of constraints (7)(9), we obtain the set of secondary 
constraints: 

pe + F kF,k xF,x и 0, (11) 
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En + F,k&0, Nr + F^^O, ЯеяО, (12) 
q'akF^tiEF^peniO, q~lp  kF,t 2ajF,a,« О, (13) 

e 2 + 1 и 0, n 2  1 и 0, en я 0, (14) 

some conditions on the multipliers V4,115, м/i, w2, and the conditions connect

ing !)], vj. v3: 

qQErF^ivikvdFwqvi = 0, (15) 
qQ • pn  (kF,kk+seF,kx)(v2 kvi)  (^F,№X+kF,kx)qv3 = 0. (16) 

Here we have introduced the designations: к = q~lQ, F,j.= 9F(fc,ae)/9fc, 
F,x=dF{k,<E)/da>. 

When det | | F„j | | ^ 0, i, j = i,as, new constraints do not appear in the 
system, and as it will be clear, in this case the dimension of the reduced 
internal phase space equals 6. If the determinant turns into zero, seme linear 
combination of (15) and (16) is a constraint, whose conservation condition in 
the case when the equalities 

kF,tk+sF,tx=0, fcF,** + a e F , е т = О (17) 

do not simultaneously take place, gives one more constraint, whose explicit 
form we do not write here, and which as well as its generating constraint, 
is a second class constraint. In this case the reduced internal phase space is 
4dimensional. At last, in the case when F(k, ae) satisfies conditions (17), i.e. 
is represented in the form 

F(k,ae) = m +* / ({ ) , f = foe1, (18) 

where /(£) is an arbitrary function, in virtue of (16), (17), the constraints 

pn и 0, Er и 0, (19) 

*
+

S*°' '-
iQ

-f+tF-w~°
 (2o) 

arise in the system, where / ' = d/(£)/df. As it will be shown in the next 
section, the dimension of the internal phase space is reduced to two in case 
(18), and only spin degrees of freedom are present in the system. From this 
fact the conclusion on the dimensions of the reduced internal phase spaces 
just follows for the abovementioned two cases. For the systems with the 
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function F(k, ae) differing from (18), one can show [8] that besides spin, some 
radiallike internal degrees of freedom are present in them. Further on, we 
shall consider the special case (18). 

3. Let us irestigate at greater length the class of models described by 
action (1) wl :. «unction F(k, as) given by eq. (18). It can be shown, that the 
order of the Lagrange equations of motion (3) for the systems of this special 
class decreases to three due to the appearance of the lagrangian constraints, 
from which, in particular, it follows that the curvature and the torsion are 
integrals of motion [21]. Note here that similar property also takes place in 
the models of the particle with torsion [12], and with curvature and torsion 
[14]. 

Let us go back now to the hamiltonian formalism and note that constraint 
(11) for the class of systems under consideration is rewritten in the form 

ф 0 = ре + т и 0. (21) 

Then, with the account of first constraints from (19), (20), we have: 

M
2

-=-p
2 = m\\-e), (22) 

i.e. the characteristic property of the models (18) is that in the massive 
sector, p2 < 0, the mass is restricted from above: M <m. 

Let us use for the new redefinition of the brackets the set of second class 
constraints (8), (13), (20), after that we completely exclude the variables Q, 
Г!'", as, К, <т, Е, p, R, not changing the brackets for the rest of the variables. 
In virtue of inequalities (5) and second constraint (20), we get the inequality: 

/ + « 1  £ V > 0 . (23) 

imposing the restriction on the allowed values of f, and, hence, on the values 
of p 2 . It has to be taken into account in the further analysis of the system. 
Use now for the final redefinition of the brackets the set of second class 
constraints (9), (12), (14), (19). On the surface of these constraints, the 
angular momentum tensor (10) takes the form 

M^v — X^p^ + e^xl , 1ц = -Fit "V - F,x <V 

Let us define here the relativistic spin of the system for p 2 ф 0: 

S

~~%k?t^
MVX

'
 (24) 
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which on the surface of all the constraints can be presented in the following 
form: 

By the direct calculation we obtain the following Dirac brackets (DB's): 

{x„,i„}' = N(^xp
x, {z,,,/„}* = N^p,,  д^рг), 

{/„/„}'= - W + ^PV), (26) 
where N = — (f 2 / ' ) ' /(P e ) 3 > &n^ m general case P is a function of p 2 , whose 
concrete form is defined by the function / ( f ) . Only for the case of linear 
dependence of the action on the curvature and tors'on, i.e. for fn„ = a+/? f  1 

[14], we have N = 0, whereas in other cases N ф 0, and it seems problematic 
to quantize the system proceeding from DB's (26). Therefore, we pass over 
from the variables x^ 1^ to the variables z^, JM, such that angular momentum 
be represented in the form 

A*)» = zyPv] + £»vxJX, 

and which have the following DB's: 

{*„, z„Y = 0, {г„, Л}* = 0, (27) 
{./„, Л}* = ^xJ\ (28) 

and, besides, {z^p,,}' = <),,„, {J^puY = 0. New coordinates can be chosen 
in the form: 

* „ = * „  £ w / \ J^h+A^pfy, A =  p i f £ L =  l . (29) 

Under such a choice, DB's (27), (28) are fulfilled, and, besides, we have 

J2 = 0. (30) 

So, for the description of the reduced phase space one can use the variables. 
2/i> P/ii 9> П*'', J),, whose nonzero DB's have the form (28), {г,,,р„}* = g^ 
and {g, П'')}* = 1. The internal phase space of the system is described by the 
vector Jf, with condition (30) imposed on it, i.e. the dimension of this space 
equals 2, and in this class of the models there are only spin internal degrees 
of freedom. After reduction, the two first class constraints Ф] and Фо remain, 
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which are given by eqs. (7) and (21). Rewriting constraint (21) in terms of 
new variables, one can obtain the classical dependence of the mass (tachyonic 
mass) on the spin. The total hamiitonian is now a linear combination of the 
first class constraints: ffioi = дФо + ч^Фь v\ = V\(T). 

The problem of transition to the quantum theory consists in the construc

tion of the operators J,,, whose classical analogs satisfy condition (30) and 
form the classical SL(2, R) Lie algebra with respect to DB's (28). This prob

lem was considered in refs. [14,22], where it was shown that the quantization 
of the quantities J,, leads to the irredu ~ible representations С^ц, 9 € [0,1), of 
the universal cover of SL(2, R) group, belonging to the continuous principal 
series C*, a > 1/4. The corresponding operators J,,, 

Jo = -i-f + (>, J±=Ji±iJ2 = e±i*(-i~- + e±±), (31) 

act on the space of 27rperiodic functions with the scalar product 

(ФьФ 2 ) = ~£'$1&)Щ<Р)<1<Р, (Ф,Ф) 1 / г < oo. 

Here P = 1/4, and functions Ф"(у) = einv, n = 0, ± 1 , ±2,..., are the eigen

functions of the operator Jo with the eigenvalues j j = n + 9. 
The account of the constraint Ф1 и 0 and variables q, П'?* is trivial. They 

can be excluded at the classical level through introducing, e.g., the proper 
time gauge: q — 1 = 0 [12]. The remaining classical constraint Фо и 0 turns 
into the condition on the wave functions of the physical states Фр),у5: 

Фо*рЛУ« = Фо(Мр2)Ф,%« = °. (32) 

and defines the quantum mass spectrum. 
4. Let us consider now the concrete model examples belonging to the 

special class of models to illustrate the results of the previous section and 
to answer the question: do the models with tachyonless spectrum exist? For 
this we note that inequality (23) can be rewritten in the following equivalent 
form: 

from which due to (22) it follows, that in the models for which dS(Z)/d£ > 0, 
the inequality allows for only massive solutions. 
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Let us consider the model described by action (1), (18), for which /(£) is 

/ ( 0 = a ( l  Г " ) , * > 0 . (33) 

Substituting (33) into (23), we obtain the restriction: £ 2 < 1 and, therefore, 
p1 < 0, i.e. such model contains only massive states, and here spin (25) can 
take values S 6 (—oo,0) U (0, oo). 

Introducing coordinates z^ and Jh according to (29), we get the expression 
for the first class constraint Фо: 

Ф„ = p 2 • yjtfipjy  (p 2 )" 1 + m и О, 

and find from it the classical dependence of the mass on the spin: 

M(S) = m ^ = 2 = J £ L , S 6 (OO.0) U (0,oo). (34) 

Here the mass of the states increases when spin modulus increases, remaining 
restricted from above by the quantity m. 

Choosing the representation in which p^ are diagonal and г,, = id/dp*, 
and passing over to the rest frame p = 0 through the corresponding Lorentz 
transformation, we obtain the following solutions of eq. (32): 

* & ( P , V) « i(P° ~ <?MH) • 6(p) e**, 6° = ± 1 , (35) 

where Mn = M(s„), M(sn) is given by (34); sn = ей(п+8), п = 0,±1,±2,.. . , 
excluding n = 0 for the representation Cf/4. The obtained wave functions 
of the physical subspace are the eigenfunctions of spin operator S, which is 
the quantum analog of (24), with *.he eigenvalues sn. e° = +1 and e° =  1 
correspond to the solutions with the positive and negative energies. Thus, 
the quantum spectrum contains infinite number of the massive states, whose 
mass, remaining less than m, increases with increasing spin modulus, that is 
a new property, which did not take place in the earlier considered models. 

Let us consider now the model described by action (1), (18), for which 
/ ( 0 is given by: 

/ (O-WIWI. «>0. (36) 
From (23) it follows that in this system also only massive states arc present, 
whereas spin (25) takes values in the interval (—a, a) . First class constraint 
(21) is rewritten here in the form 

Фо = p 2 (  c r 2 ( p j f  p 2 ) " " 2 + m « 0, 
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and defines the classical mass spectrum: 

M(S) = mVl  а~*&, Se(a,a). (37) 

Solving quantum eq. (32), we get the physical state wave functions of the 
form (35), where now M„ = M(sn) is given by (37), s n = ta(n , and n 
takes here the values satisfying the inequality: (n + в)"1 < с?. Therefore, in 
the considered model the number of the massive states is finite. 

5. Investigating the problem of the existence of tachyonless (2+1)

dimensional models of the particle with the action depending on the cur

vature and torsion, we have considered at the classical and quantum levels 
the systems described by the action: 

A = j(m + kf(tj)ds, £ = *«'. (38) 
It has been shown that models (38) hj.ve maximal symmetry (contains max

imal number of hamiltonian constraints) among the models with action (1), 
which holds in the system only spin internal degrees of freedom. In its turn, 
among the models with action (38), the models with tachyonless spectrum 
are found with the help of inequality (23), which is the consequence of the 
positiveness of the curvature. For the models, whose spectrum contains only 
massive solutions, the function / ( f ) , in correspondence with relation (22), 
has to satisfy inequality (23) only for f2 < 1. Such a property takes place in 
the models, in which spin as the function 5 = 5(f), is a monotonic increas

ing function. Let us note here that for systems (38) inequality (23) can be 
obtained at the lagrangian level as a consequence of one of the lagrangian 
constraints mentioned at the beginning of section 3 [21]. 

It seems to be intc"?sting to investigate in analogous way the model of 
 '4ivis t ic pai'icle in the space d = 3 + 1, whose action would contain an 
•:>:'. ~чху dependence on three curvatures [23] of the worldtrajectory, and 

; 4i . the models with maximal symmetry, comprising only spin degrees of 
h

:

: " jm . 
To conclude, let us note that the obtained results indicate that by intro

ducing into the model of relativistic string with rigidity [16] the dependence 
on the higher curvatures of the string world surface, one can try to construct 
a modified string model without tachyon states in its physical spectrum. 
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